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Description: The hazards imposed to systems caused by the power losses of different converter components in the form of
heat are major challenges in power electronic systems, making the cooling or heat removal a key factor in design
optimization.
Heat transfer control is a highly effective solution to the above problem. Technically speaking, evaluating the heat
dissipations and designing a proper heat transfer scheme for power electronic systems is called thermal management.
Putting in mind that the chosen cooling method has a direct impact on the component temperature and noticing that by
reducing the electronic device temparatures, their reliability and system life-time will increase considrably. This workshop
shows the importance of taking control of power electronic components temperature and it is aimed on presenting the
brand new practical approaches to cool-down and manage the heat dissipated from the switching components.
This workshop ends with an introduction to the environmental cooling systems and some hands on, and real problems and
also a comparison between different thermal simulations.

The main topics are listed below:
- Abstract and Introduction
- The effect of device temperature on expected lifetime and system reliability
- Different Cooling methods in Power Electronics
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